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Integrating topologically stabilized magnetic textures such as skyrmions as nanoscale information carriers
into future technologies requires the reliable control by electric currents. Here, we uncover that the relevant
skyrmion Hall effect, which describes the deflection of moving skyrmions from the current flow direction,
acquires important corrections owing to anisotropic spin-orbit torques that alter the dynamics of topological spin
structures. Thereby, we propose a viable means for manipulating the current-induced motion of skyrmions and
antiskyrmions. Based on these insights, we demonstrate by first-principles calculations and symmetry arguments
that the motion of spin textures can be tailored by materials design in magnetic multilayers of Ir/Co/Pt and
Au/Co/Pt. Our work advances the understanding of the current-induced dynamics of these magnetic textures,
which underlies a plethora of memory and logic applications.
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I. INTRODUCTION19

Magnetic skyrmions are topologically stabilized spin tex-20

tures that hold bright promises as robust processing units in in-21

novative information technologies. In particular, the prospects22

of using these noncollinear magnetic structures in efficient23

racetrack memories [1] or for brain-inspired computing [2,3]24

have sparked tremendous interest in the research field. Ever25

since, generating these localized spin structures, moving them26

at high speeds, and detecting them by electrical means con-27

stitute the key objectives for realizing competitive skyrmion-28

based devices. Only recently, it has been experimentally29

demonstrated that individual skyrmions can form at room30

temperature [4–6] due to an enhanced thermal stability in31

carefully designed magnetic superlattices, for instance, of32

Pt/CoFeB/MgO or Ir/Co/Pt. In these systems combining33

spatial inversion asymmetry with strong spin-orbit coupling,34

the stabilization of topological spin textures originates from35

the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction (DMI) [7,8]. Its inter-36

facial nature renders this chiral exchange interaction tunable37

in the magnetic multilayers via appropriate materials engi-38

neering [9–11], which facilitates the versatile control over39

static texture properties including skyrmion radius and chi-40

rality [12,13].41

The challenge of displacing these chiral magnetic struc-42

tures by purely electrical means is usually addressed by43

exploiting the phenomenon of spin-orbit torques (SOTs) [14].44

These torques contain two qualitatively distinct contribu-45

tions, namely, a fieldlike term T FL and an antidamping term46

T AD, both of which root in relativistic spin-orbit effects in47

systems that lack spatial inversion symmetry. Specifically,48
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charge currents can trigger an interfacial spin polarization 49

in these systems, exerting SOTs on the local magnetiza- 50

tion [15–19], which facilitates switching of ferro- and an- 51

tiferromagnets [20–22] as well as moving of domain walls 52

and skyrmions [4,23–25]. However, owing to their nontrivial 53

topology in two-dimensional real space, skyrmions move 54

under an angle θsk with respect to the line of the applied 55

current [24,25]. This so-called skyrmion Hall effect obstructs 56

the immediate use of skyrmionic spin structures in racetrack 57

devices, e.g., for logic functionalities, as they suffer intrin- 58

sically from deflections. Shaping the complex trajectory of 59

topological spin textures fundamentally relies on our micro- 60

scopic understanding of the interplay between spin topology, 61

damping, and current-induced SOTs [26]. While the Thiele 62

equation of motion [27,28] accounts for this interplay, the 63

corresponding treatment led to the common perception that a 64

whole class of SOTs—the fieldlike torques—is irrelevant for 65

describing the dynamical properties of rigid skyrmions as well 66

as the skyrmion Hall effect. 67

In this work, we demonstrate that this widely accepted 68

picture needs to be extended owing to the nontrivial form 69

of SOTs in magnetic multilayers. While the current-induced 70

dynamics of skyrmions was previously explained based on 71

deformations of the spin texture [25], here, we promote a 72

distinct mechanism to activate fieldlike SOTs. We show that 73

the anisotropy of these torques plays an important role for 74

predicting and interpreting the dynamics of topological spin 75

structures. Specifically, we uncover that the coupling of mag- 76

netic textures to fieldlike torques which are higher order in 77

the local magnetization can manifest in large corrections to 78

the skyrmion Hall effect. Using first-principles calculations 79

and symmetry arguments, we quantify the relevance of these 80

modifications for the dynamical properties of skyrmions and 81

antiskyrmions in layered magnetic films of Ir/Co/Pt and 82

Au/Co/Pt, as described by the Thiele equation. Our findings 83
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outline a perspective for controlling the skyrmion Hall effect1 84

and the motion of skyrmions or antiskyrmions in multilayer85

systems by engineering the anisotropy of the SOTs.86

The article is structured as follows. In Sec. II, we review87

the Thiele equation of current-induced skyrmion motion, elu-88

cidate the symmetry-allowed form of SOTs based on effective89

magnetic fields, and provide the details of our first-principles90

calculations. The resulting anisotropies of the torques in the91

magnetic trilayers are presented in Sec. III, where we discuss92

also their imprint on the forces and skyrmion Hall angle of93

topological spin textures. Section IV concludes this work.94

II. METHODS95

A. Thiele equation of skyrmion motion96

Treating skyrmions as rigid objects in a ferromagnetic97

background, the Thiele equation [27,28] describes the dynam-98

ical properties of unit-vector magnetization fields m(r) with99

nontrivial topology in two-dimensional real space:100

(QA − D)v = F, (1)

where v = (vx, vy) is the velocity of the skyrmions. The101

gyromagnetic term QAv in Eq. (1) is mediated by the anti-102

symmetric tensor Ai j = εi j with the Levi-Civita symbol εi j103

and the integer topological charge104

Q = (1/4π )
∫
R2

m · (∂xm × ∂ym)dr. (2)

Additionally, the magnetization dynamics are affected by the105

dissipative coupling −Dv, which stems from106

Di j = (αG/4π )
∫
R2

(∂im · ∂ jm)dr, (3)

where αG is the Gilbert damping and ∂im = ∂m/∂ri de-107

notes the spatial gradient of the spin texture along the ith108

Cartesian direction. While gyromagnetic and dissipative terms109

root manifestly in the local variations of m(r) in real space,110

the generalized force F = (Fx, Fy) on the right-hand side of111

Eq. (1) reflects the interaction of current-induced torques112

T (m) with the magnetic texture:113

Fi = 1

4π

∫
R2

T (m) · (∂im × m)dr. (4)

To arrive at this expression, locally, the spin polarization114

perpendicular to m is expressed as s⊥ = m × T (m) [29].115

Using polar coordinates r = (ρ, φ), we focus in this work116

on Néel skyrmions with a radially symmetric profile as given117

by m(ρ, φ) = [cos φ sin 	(ρ), sin φ sin 	(ρ), cos 	(ρ)] that118

is characterized by the position-dependent angle [30]119

	(ρ) = arcsin

(
tanh

c − ρ

w/2

)
− arcsin

(
tanh

c + ρ

w/2

)
. (5)

Here, the parameter c represents the size of the skyrmion core120

and w denotes the width of the domain wall, which we will use121

below as the intrinsic length scale for the real-space quantities122

ρ and c. A schematic of the radial profile is shown in Fig. 3(a).123

B. Spin-orbit torques and effective fields124

According to Eq. (4), current-induced torques acting125

on the magnetization constitute the key information in126

understanding and predicting the dynamical properties of spin 127

textures based on the Thiele equation. Restricting our analysis 128

here to the case of spin-orbit torques (SOTs), we distinguish 129

two qualitatively distinct contributions to these phenomena, 130

namely, the fieldlike torque T FL(m) = m × HFL
eff (m) and the 131

antidamping torque T AD(m) = m × HAD
eff (m), which can be 132

related to effective magnetic fields that are routinely used to 133

quantify SOTs in experiment. While the fieldlike component 134

of the torque changes its sign under magnetization reversal, 135

the antidamping one is invariant, which is also reflected in the 136

microscopic form of the fields HFL
eff and HAD

eff . 137

All of the symmetry-allowed terms in the magnetization 138

dependence of the fieldlike and antidamping torques, entering 139

Eq. (4), can be obtained systematically by applying the so- 140

called Neumann’s principle [31]. When interpreting the SOTs 141

as linear response to the electric field E, the corresponding 142

effective magnetic fields assume the forms 143

HFL
eff,i = αi jE j + αi jkl E jmkml + · · · , (6)

HAD
eff,i = βi jkE jmk + βi jklnE jmkmlmn + · · · . (7)

Here, summation over repeated indices is implied, and the 144

axial tensors α as well as the polar tensors β follow the 145

symmetries of the underlying crystal lattice according to Neu- 146

mann’s principle. While the effective fields for the fieldlike 147

torques originate from axial tensors of even rank, their anti- 148

damping analogs root in the polar tensors of odd rank. Thus, 149

if the electric field is oriented along the x direction within 150

the plane of the two-dimensional film, the effective fields 151

are HFL
eff (m) ∝ êy and HAD

eff (m) ∝ (m × êy) to lowest order. 152

We demonstrate below that nontrivial higher-order terms in 153

the expansions, which go beyond these conventionally used 154

lowest-order expressions, are important as they modify the 155

dynamical properties of topological spin textures. 156

Depending on the symmetry of a given system, each tensor 157

in Eqs. (6) and (7) may contain several free parameters that are 158

specific to the electronic structure of the material. In order to 159

determine these parameters from first principles, we evaluate 160

first the torkance tensor τ (m), which relates the SOTs to 161

the applied electric field via Ti(m) = ∑
j τi j (m)Ej [19]. The 162

shape of the torkance tensor itself depends on the crystal 163

symmetry and on the magnetization direction. For example, 164

the fieldlike torkance is proportional to the unit matrix for 165

films with C3v symmetry and perpendicular magnetization, 166

whereas the antidamping torkance amounts to an antisymmet- 167

ric tensor in this case. Based on linear response theory, the 168

(even) antidamping torkance is given by [19] 169

τAD
i j = eh̄

2πN

∑
kn

∑
m �=n

Im[〈ψkn|Ti|ψkm〉〈ψkm|v j |ψkn〉]

×
{

(Ekm − Ekn)

[(EF − Ekn)2 + 2][(EF − Ekm)2 + 2]

+ 2

[Ekn − Ekm][(EF − Ekm)2 + 2]

+ 2

(Ekn − Ekm)2
Im ln

Ekm − EF − i

Ekn − EF − i

}
(8)
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FIG. 1. (a),(b) Top and side views of the considered magnetic films that consist of Pt(111) underlayers (dark gray), a magnetic Co
monolayer (light gray), and heavy-metal overlayers (dark red) such as Ir or Au. Bold integers label the different overlayers to highlight the C3v

symmetry around the z axis. Red arrows in (b) indicate the direction of the magnetic moment of Co. (c) Variation of the spin-orbit torkances
τyx (red circles) and −τxx (blue squares) when alloying the overlayers from Ir over Pt to Au in the perpendicularly magnetized system. The
effect of alloying is treated within the virtual crystal approximation.

and the (odd) fieldlike torkance amounts to [19]170

τ FL
i j = eh̄

πN

∑
knm

2Re[〈ψkn|Ti|ψkm〉〈ψkm|v j |ψkn〉]
[(EF − Ekn)2 + 2][(EF − Ekm)2 + 2]

,

(9)

where N is the number of k points, |ψkn〉 is the Bloch171

state with the band energy Ekn, the Fermi energy is EF, and172

 is a constant band broadening that models the effect of173

disorder. In addition, h̄v = ∇kH (k) and T = m × ∇mH (k)174

denote velocity and torque operators, respectively, which re-175

late to momentum and magnetization derivatives of the lattice-176

periodic Hamiltonian. Then, by fitting the analytical forms of177

the torques due to Eqs. (6) and (7) to first-principles data for178

the corresponding torkances, we extract the material-specific179

parameters that enter Neumann’s expansion of the effective180

magnetic fields. Thereby, we can gain microscopic insights181

into the magnetization dependence of the SOTs, which allows182

us to assess their roles for the dynamics of rigid spin structures183

as governed by the Thiele equation (1).184

C. Details of first-principles calculations185

Using the full-potential linearized augmented-plane-wave186

(FLAPW) method as implemented in the FLEUR code [32],187

we perform density functional theory calculations of the188

electronic structure of thin ferromagnetic films. Specifically,189

we consider hexagonal magnetic trilayers which consist of a190

Co monolayer between four Pt(111) layers and four alloyed191

heavy-metal layers that contain Ir or Au; see Figs. 1(a)192

and 1(b). The effect of alloying is accounted for by changing193

the nuclear charges of the overlayers under the constraint194

of charge neutrality within the virtual crystal approxima-195

tion (VCA) [33]. The structural parameters of Ref. [11] are196

adopted, and exchange-correlation effects are treated within197

the generalized gradient approximation [34]. We choose a198

muffin-tin radius of 2.23a0 for Co and 2.29a0 for all other199

atom types, where a0 refers to Bohr’s radius. The plane-200

wave cutoff is set to 4.0a−1
0 and spin-orbit coupling is in-201

cluded self-consistently. In the studied ferromagnetic systems202

with C3v crystal symmetry, the magnetization direction m = 203

(cos ϕ sin θ, sin ϕ sin θ, cos θ ) is represented in spherical co- 204

ordinates by the polar angle θ and the azimuthal angle ϕ. 205

After converging charge and spin densities of the trilayers, 206

we exploit the obtained wave-function information on an 207

equidistant k mesh of 8 × 8 points for eight different values 208

of θ or ϕ in [0, 2π ) in order to construct higher-dimensional 209

Wannier functions (HDWFs) [35]. Based on a customized 210

version of the WANNIER90 code [36], we generate a single 211

set of 162 HDWFs out of 228 Bloch bands, with the frozen 212

window extending up to 2 eV above the Fermi energy. The 213

representation of the Hamiltonian in the basis of HDWFs 214

allows us to efficiently access the full dependence of the SOTs 215

on θ and ϕ via a generalized Wannier interpolation [11,35]. 216

To obtain accurate values for the fieldlike and antidamping 217

torkances for arbitrary magnetization directions, we sample 218

the momentum Brillouin zone with a dense mesh of 512 × 219

512 points to carry out the k summation in Eqs. (8) and (9). 220

Furthermore, we employ a broadening of  = 25 meV to 221

model the effect of disorder on the energy bands. 222

III. RESULTS 223

A. Effect of heavy-metal overlayers 224

First, we discuss how the fieldlike and antidamping SOTs 225

are modified as we consider different alloys for the heavy- 226

metal overlayers of the perpendicularly magnetized system 227

with θ = ϕ = 0◦. Figure 1(c) reveals that the antidamping 228

torkance τyx is rather susceptible to the corresponding changes 229

of the electronic structure, which directly correlates with the 230

prominent sensitivity of the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interac- 231

tion with respect to alloying [11]. However, the computed val- 232

ues of τyx are nearly identical in the stoichiometric Ir/Co/Pt 233

and Au/Co/Pt films, which lack spatial inversion symmetry. 234

In sharp contrast, the larger fieldlike response τxx follows 235

an approximately linear trend with alloy composition, see 236

Fig. 1(c), resulting in torkances of similar magnitude but 237

opposite sign in the two stoichiometric cases. We focus in the 238

following discussion on the trilayers Ir/Co/Pt and Au/Co/Pt. 239
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FIG. 2. (a),(b) First-principles dependence of (a) antidamping and (b) fieldlike torkance tensors on the magnetization direction in the
ferromagnetic trilayer Ir/Co/Pt. The angles θ and ϕ are used to characterize the magnetization direction m = (cos ϕ sin θ, sin ϕ sin θ, cos θ )
in spherical coordinates. Filled circles, squares, and triangles denote data for the xx, yx, and zx elements of the tensors, respectively, and solid
lines represent corresponding fits according to the Neumann expansion. (c),(d) Same as in panels (a) and (b) but for Au/Co/Pt.

B. Anisotropy of spin-orbit torques240

We begin with elucidating the magnetization dependence241

of the spin-orbit torkance tensors in the ferromagnetic tri-242

layers for the example of an applied electric field along the243

x direction. Using the above usual lowest-order expressions244

for the effective fields HFL
eff and HAD

eff , we expect that the245

xx element of the odd fieldlike torkance follows a curve246

like τ FL
xx ∝ cos θ if ϕ = 0◦, whereas the even antidamping247

torkance τAD
yx should amount to a constant value in this case.248

Our first-principles results shown in Fig. 2 clearly demon-249

strate that, in fact, this simple picture does not hold in250

Ir/Co/Pt and Au/Co/Pt, indicating that higher-order torques251

which are allowed by symmetry play an important role. In252

particular, the even torkance is strongly anisotropic with253

respect to the magnetization direction, Figs. 2(a) and 2(c),254

and its functional form is qualitatively different in the two255

layered systems owing to distinct spin-orbit hybridizations256

of the states near the Fermi energy. Analogously, the an-257

gular dependence of the odd torkance τ FL
xx in Figs. 2(b)258

and 2(d) departs from the ideal cosinelike shape, irrespective259

of the considered heavy-metal overlayer which determines260

the overall sign of the fieldlike torque. However, while the261

odd torkance is nearly one order of magnitude larger than its262

even counterpart, the deviation from the anticipated lowest-263

order behavior is less prominent than for the antidamping264

torkance.265

By fitting the corresponding Neumann expansions for the266

effective fields for the case of C3v crystal symmetry to our267

complete data, we reveal that higher-order terms (i.e., polar268

tensors of rank five) are indeed necessary to describe the com-269

puted angular dependence of the antidamping SOTs. Specif-270

ically, we find that the effective field HAD
eff ∝ (0, 0, m2

x mz )271

constitutes the first important torque correction with a similar272

value of the corresponding free parameter in the systems 273

Ir/Co/Pt and Au/Co/Pt. For example, this qualitatively dis- 274

tinct higher-order correction amounts to as much as 40% of 275

the leading order in Ir/Co/Pt, which underlines its relevance 276

for understanding the magnetization dependence of antidamp- 277

ing SOTs. In the case of the fieldlike torques, the same fitting 278

procedure predicts that the effective field HFL
eff ∝ êy describes 279

the SOT data to first approximation rather well. However, 280

a more detailed analysis uncovers that higher-order contri- 281

butions beyond this leading-order term are present in both 282

systems, as encoded in axial tensors of rank four in Eq. (6) that 283

give rise to SOT fields like HFL
eff ∝ (2mxmy,−3m2

x − m2
y , 0) 284

and HFL
eff ∝ (0,−m2

z , 0). For the example of Ir/Co/Pt, these 285

terms amount to relative strengths of about 30% and 20% 286

of the leading order, respectively. The anisotropic fieldlike 287

torques which result from these fields will play a key role for 288

the dynamical properties of topological spin textures. 289

C. Generalized forces on spin textures 290

Next, we turn to the Thiele equation of motion and eval- 291

uate the generalized forces therein which originate from the 292

current-induced torques according to Eq. (4). Leaving aside 293

the effect of spin-transfer torques for future work, here we 294

aim to uncover the fundamental signatures of SOTs for the 295

dynamical properties of topological spin structures. For this 296

purpose, we assume that the electronic structure of nontrivial 297

spin textures follows locally the one of the ferromagnetic 298

state with a given direction m such that we can exploit our 299

first-principles SOT data to calculate the torque-driven forces. 300

In particular, we focus on the coupling of SOTs to radially 301

symmetric Néel-type skyrmions following the magnetization 302

profile given by Eq. (5) with c = w/2; see also Fig. 3(a). 303
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FIG. 3. (a) General, radially symmetric Néel-type skyrmion pro-
file with core size c and width w of the domain wall. Colors
encode the out-of-plane component of the local magnetization.
(b),(c) Skyrmions and antiskyrmions are subject to current-induced
forces that act parallel (F‖) or perpendicular (F⊥) to the current
flow direction. Green and yellow colors correspond to clockwise
and counterclockwise rotational senses along the radial direction,
respectively, and the brightness denotes the out-of-plane spin com-
ponent. (d),(e) Forces F‖ (dashed blue line) and F⊥ (solid red line),
per electric field E , on the radially symmetric Néel skyrmion in the
magnetic trilayers (d) Ir/Co/Pt and (e) Au/Co/Pt. The position of
the Fermi energy is varied, the value of the force F⊥ perpendicular to
the electric-field direction is scaled by a factor of four, and c = w/2
is used in (d)–(g). (f),(g) Real-space distribution of the force density
f⊥ in (f) Ir/Co/Pt and (g) Au/Co/Pt for the self-consistent value
of the Fermi energy. Bold integers as well as circles of increasing
radius indicate the radial distance ρ in units of w, the skyrmion core
is located in the center, and the arrow points along the electric field
E. The black circle denotes the radius for which the out-of-plane
component of the magnetization is zero.

Figure 3 summarizes our first-principles results for the304

generalized in-plane forces which act parallel (F‖) or per-305

pendicular (F⊥) to the applied electric field. The calculated306

dependence of these forces on the position of the Fermi energy307

in Figs. 3(d) and 3(e) reveals that they are susceptible to308

changes of the local electronic structure. Thus doping of the309

heavy-metal overlayer provides a suitable means for tailoring310

the magnitude and the sign of these dynamical forces. In311

addition, we remark that the characteristic angular behavior 312

of the antidamping torques manifests exclusively in a parallel 313

force component for symmetric spin textures, whereas the 314

force F⊥ is completely determined by the fieldlike SOTs. 315

Although the magnitude of the fieldlike torques is generally 316

larger (see Fig. 2), the resulting forces are a factor of four 317

smaller than those due to the antidamping SOTs. This can be 318

understood by analyzing in detail the form of Eq. (4) when 319

taking into account the expansions in Eqs. (6) and (7). While 320

the effective field HAD
eff generates a finite force already at its 321

lowest order, it is straightforward to show that the fieldlike 322

SOT mediated by HFL
eff ∝ êy results in no force on the rigid 323

symmetric spin texture. As a consequence, the less prominent 324

higher-order terms of HFL
eff constitute the only sources for the 325

nonzero transverse force F⊥ in Figs. 3(d) and 3(e) due to the 326

fieldlike torques. Therefore, by controlling the anisotropy of 327

the corresponding effective SOT fields, we could engineer the 328

magnitude of the force that acts perpendicular to the current 329

line. Alternatively, we note that the inoperative leading order 330

of the fieldlike torques would become active again if the spin 331

texture is deformed as is often observed in experiment (see, 332

for example, Ref. [25]). 333

Based on our first-principles results shown in Figs. 3(d) 334

and 3(e), we identified the polar and axial effective fields 335

that yield the most dominant contributions to the torque- 336

driven forces. In both systems Ir/Co/Pt and Au/Co/Pt, the 337

largest terms due to the fieldlike SOTs originate from the 338

effective fields HFL
eff that behave like (2mxmy,−3m2

x − m2
y , 0), 339

(0,−m2
z , 0), and (mxmy, m2

y , 0), given in descending order of 340

relevance for the forces. In the case of the antidamping SOTs, 341

similarly, we find that the effective fields HAD
eff which are pro- 342

portional to (mz, 0, 0), (0, 0, mx ), and (0, 0, m2
xmz ) constitute 343

the most important parts of the forces in the considered films. 344

We present in Figs. 3(f) and 3(g) the real-space distribu- 345

tions of the density f⊥ as the integrand in Eq. (4) that sums 346

up to the transverse generalized force F⊥. The panels uncover 347

that this force density, which reflects the nontrivial angular 348

dependence of the anisotropic fieldlike SOTs, is distributed 349

asymmetrically with a generic orientation that is set by the 350

underlying electronic structure of the crystal. 351

To elucidate more clearly the overall relevance of the 352

proposed mechanism based on anisotropic fieldlike torques, 353

we consider the effect of deformations of the skyrmion texture 354

on the generalized forces. For this purpose, we assume a 355

deformed spin structure by replacing the constant core size 356

c in Eq. (5) with c + δc sin2 φ, where δc encodes the degree 357

of deviation from the symmetric profile, which is recovered 358

for δc = 0. While any finite deformation of this type indeed 359

activates perpendicular forces mediated by the lowest-order 360

effective field HFL
eff ∝ êy, rather strong modifications of the 361

spin structure are necessary to change F⊥ considerably as 362

shown in Fig. 4. However, the additional lowest-order fieldlike 363

torque hardly alters the dynamics of topological spin textures 364

if only small to medium deformations are present, in the case 365

of which F⊥ originates primarily from anisotropic fieldlike 366

SOTs. At the same time, we note that the force F‖ due 367

to the antidamping torques remains essentially unchanged 368

for the considered type of deformations of the skyrmion 369

structure. 370
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FIG. 4. Deformations of the skyrmion profile activate additional
contributions to the perpendicular force F⊥ in (a) Ir/Co/Pt and
(b) Au/Co/Pt. The shaded area denotes the force for the rigid
symmetric texture, whereas solid blue (δc = 0.1w) and solid red
(δc = 0.2w) lines represent the corresponding changes owing to
deformations of the spin profile via the modulated core size c +
δc sin2 φ. In the case of δc = 0.2w, the dashed black line indicates
the new force component due to the lowest-order fieldlike torque.

D. Skyrmion Hall effect371

Using our microscopic insights into the generalized forces372

and the fundamental effective SOT fields, we address now the373

question of how the higher-order torques affect the dynamical374

properties of Néel-type skyrmions. Owing to the interplay of375

gyromagnetic coupling, dissipation, and generalized forces in376

the Thiele equation (1), topological spin textures usually move377

under an angle with respect to the applied electric field. As the378

magnetic analog of the Magnus effect, this so-called skyrmion379

Hall effect stems from the complex spin topology in real380

space, and it is quantified by the skyrmion Hall angle θsk =381

arctan v⊥/v‖. Since the dissipation tensor, Eq. (3), amounts382

to the unit matrix times a constant D = Dxx = Dyy for the383

considered symmetric magnetic texture, we arrive at384

v⊥
v‖

= QF‖ + DF⊥
DF‖ − QF⊥

= Q

D
+ (D + Q2/D)F⊥

DF‖ − QF⊥
. (10)

Therefore, while θsk is determined solely by Q/D in the385

absence of any transverse torque-related force, in fact, the386

second equality emphasizes that the skyrmion Hall angle387

acquires a correction due to the force F⊥ that can be activated388

either by the presence of higher-order fieldlike SOTs (see389

Fig. 3), or by deformations of the spin structure.390

Figure 5 presents the computed energy dependence of the391

skyrmion Hall angle θsk in the considered magnetic trilayers392

Ir/Co/Pt and Au/Co/Pt, for which we assume a constant393

Gilbert parameter of αG = 0.05 as the Ir/Co and Au/Co394

interfaces exhibit similar damping characteristics [37,38]. Our395

calculations show that while θsk is generally finite, which396

corresponds to a deflection of the symmetric skyrmion from397

the current line, proper engineering of the electronic structure398

facilitates in principle a straight motion of the spin structure399

without suffering from any skyrmion Hall effect. This is400

possible as the transverse force component that is triggered401

by higher-order fieldlike SOTs adds crucial flexibility for402

balancing the different terms in the Thiele equation of motion.403

For example, doping Au with Pt or substituting a small404

portion of Ir with Os can thus drastically change the skyrmion405

Hall angle, see Fig. 5(b), as compared to the case without406

anisotropic torques, where θsk relates to Q/D.407

FIG. 5. (a) Due to the skyrmion Hall effect, skyrmions and
antiskyrmions move under the angle θsk with respect to the applied
electric field E. The color scale for the spin textures follows the
one of Fig. 3. (b) Skyrmion Hall angle θsk in the magnetic trilayers
Ir/Co/Pt (solid red line) and Au/Co/Pt (dashed blue line) as the
Fermi energy is varied. The results are obtained by considering the
symmetry-allowed first-principles shape of the spin-orbit torques.
For comparison, the thin gray line indicates the value of θsk in the
absence of anisotropic fieldlike torques. The chosen Gilbert damping
parameter of αG = 0.05 is assumed to be independent of the energy.

Finally, we remark that our conclusions apply analogously 408

to antiskyrmions [13,39], which can be obtained by reflecting 409

the magnetization profile (5) at a plane perpendicular to 410

the film. Specifically, the symmetric Néel texture shown in 411

Fig. 2(b) transforms into the spin structure of an antiskyrmion 412

if the corresponding magnetization field is mirrored at the y = 413

0 plane; see Fig. 2(c). Thus, in the rigid body approximation, 414

if the Néel skyrmion moves under the angle θsk, the anti- 415

skyrmion exhibits the very same Hall angle but with respect 416

to an accordingly mirrored axis as illustrated in Fig. 5(a), 417

although the dynamics of antiskyrmions can generally be 418

more complex than for skyrmions [26]. 419

IV. CONCLUSIONS 420

Using material-specific electronic-structure calculations in 421

combination with symmetry considerations for the effective 422

magnetic fields, we demonstrated that the anisotropy of spin- 423

orbit torques (SOTs) is vital in understanding and predicting 424

the dynamical properties of topological spin textures. In par- 425

ticular, we uncovered that higher orders of the fieldlike SOTs 426

manifest in qualitatively new forces that act transverse to an 427

applied electric field. These anisotropic fieldlike torques cou- 428

ple to the motion of radially symmetric Néel-type skyrmions 429

and antiskyrmions, and imprint on their dynamics, granting 430

thereby additional flexibility in tuning the skyrmion Hall 431

angle in real multilayer materials. Considering as specific ex- 432

amples the film systems Ir/Co/Pt and Au/Co/Pt, we showed 433

that substitutional doping of the overlayers with other heavy 434

metals provides indeed a suitable means for engineering the 435

dynamics of magnetic textures. 436

Our findings open up an alternative path for controlling the 437

motion of skyrmions by proper materials design of anisotropic 438

SOTs. The predicted phenomenon competes with the con- 439

ventional mechanism where the isotropic field HFL
eff ∝ êy can 440

effectively couple to the spin structure due to deformations of 441

the texture. Developing a coherent picture of the interplay of 442

these two competing effects beyond the limited treatment of 443
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the Thiele equation, for example, by atomistic spin dynamics444

simulations, presents an exciting research direction. However,445

this necessitates the extension of such simulations to incorpo-446

rate the relevant effective SOT fields that are of higher order447

in the local magnetization. Overall, our microscopic insights448

into the dynamical properties of skyrmions and antiskyrmions449

call for reviewing the common perception that the skyrmion450

Hall effect is independent of the fieldlike SOT. Specifically,451

this phenomenon could acquire large corrections in systems452

with reduced symmetry owing to the proposed mechanism453

that roots in the prominent anisotropy of fieldlike torques.454
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